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Curriculum for Special Education/Primary Education Assessment consists of two individual tests. a combined version of the tests is also offered. Test I (003) Test II (004) Combined Test I and II (503) Test Preparation The following test preparation materials are the only GACE study materials® approved
by THE GAPSC. Other manufacturing materials may not accurately reflect the content of the evaluation or the policies and procedures of the GACE programme. Study Companions This free download is designed to familiarize you with the content material to be tested, to test question formats and related
study resources for this evaluation. Special Education General Curriculum/Elementary Education Study Companion Test at a glance This preparation resource gives you a quick overview of the evaluation and includes: Rating Name Grade Level Test Code(s) Test Time Test Duration Number and Types of
Questions Sub Areas and approximate percentage of test objectives Special Education General Curriculum/Primary Educational Test at a glance Interactive Practical Testing Use Interactive Practice Tests (IPTs) to prepare for the Special Education Curriculum General/Elementary Education assessment.
Each practice test allows you to answer a set of test questions to simulate what you will experience on the day of the test. It's about the same length as the actual test. However, the questions in the IPT are sample questions and do not appear in the actual test. After you complete the practice test, you
can see if you answered the questions correctly or incorrectly and get explanations for the correct answers. A practice test for each subtest in special general education/elementary education assessment is available for purchase through the ETS store at $18 per subscription. Note: There is only one
version available for each test title, so every time you do the test, you answer the same questions in the same order. Repeating or repeating the same practice test more than once does not give you different practice questions or change the order in which the questions are delivered. Test Familiarity Video
Test Prep Webinars Developing a Study Plan Need Help? Talk to one of our customer service representatives. Hours: 8 a.m.-5 p.m. ET Teaching can be as challenging a profession as it is rewarding. This is particularly true for teachers who focus on younger groups of pupils. If you plan to specialize in
special early childhood education, you know what a huge responsibility it will take. Every day will be is work to help mold younger minds with the intention of starting them down the path to academic success. Plus many of your students will have special needs that you need to know how to meet with
compassion, patience and adequate knowledge about their care and learning patterns. Because this work is so important, it makes sense that you have not only undergone rigorous training, but you also need to prove your skills in order to earn your teaching certification. GACE TestGACE Study
GuideGACE FlashcardsEach state across the U.S. follows a set of specifications to judge whether a teacher is qualified to enter the field professionally. Some states offer their own final exam for teachers-in-training who are about to graduate. In the state of Georgia, this test is known as GACE exams (or
Georgia Evaluations for teacher certification). Earning a passing score in the GACE exam will effectively earn you your certification so you can officially start your teaching career. A big part of preparing for this test will be to understand it from top to bottom. That's what this article is about. Keep reading to
learn the means and means of important exams, how to sign up for it, and what tools you'll need to prepare for it and experience exam day successfully. How the GACE Exams WorksGACE Early Childhood Special Education General Education Guide The GACE Exam Exam is divided into different
sections, each of which serves a different subject or teaching specialty. If you're on this page, you'll probably need to take the GACE Early Childhood Special Education General Education Exam. The GACE Early Childhood Special Education General Education Examinations Curriculum is divided into two
unique subtests, which you can choose to take either all together or separately. The individual tests are officially known as test I (003) and test II (004). When both parties are joined together, the combined tests I and II (503) shall be carried out. What is on the GACE Early Childhood Special Education
General Studies ExameThe GACE Early Childhood Special Education General Examinations Curriculum consists entirely of multiple choice (or, officially, selected answer) questions. Each part of the test has 100 questions, which amount to a total of 200 questions for the full examination. Both test
sections also have a time limit of 2 hours, 10 minutes. Those who do both sections will have 4 hours, 20 minutes to complete the entire exam. Test I and Test II each have individual sets of topics, officially known as sub-regions. Below we will describe the sub-areas covered by Test I:Social Studies
focused on understanding economics, information processing, civic education, history, government and geography. This sub-area covers 17 per cent of test questions. English Language Arts deals with understanding the take test of vocabulary and grammar; informational reading reading literary close
reading; presentation of information, listening and speaking; how to research and write academic material; and the various concepts surrounding how students acquire a sense of literary understanding, fluency and overall education. This section of the exam is the largest, taking 34 percent of its content.
The Science department of the GACE Early Childhood Special Education General Education exam addresses rudimentary understanding of taking science tests, as well as theater, physical education and health, visual arts, music, and dance. It makes up 22% of the test questions. Mathematics focuses
on topics such as data representation, numbers, geometry, functions, measurement, relationships, problem solving, and representation. It represents 27% of the tests. Here's what you need to know about Test II and its subregs: Institutions and professional responsibilities deal with its teaching and ethics.
Questions within this sub-area will include your knowledge of what your community expects from you once you take on the role of teacher, as well as the specific rights granted to students with special needs in their education. Questions in this subregion make up 16 per cent of exam content. The
development and characteristics of students addresses the taster's understanding of how people develop and their general patterns of behavior. This sub-region pays particular attention to children with disabilities and their development. He's taking 20% of the test. Evaluation and evaluation focus on
information related to evaluation, including how they are used in the learning environment, the different ways in which they can be presented, and the expressions and words that usually appear in tests. This sub-area accounts for 16 per cent of exams. The teaching centers on how to use the most
effective methods to guide one's students. It is one of the largest sub-areas of the test, which make up 24 percent of the total questions. The design of the Learning Environment and Social Interactions focuses on the methods that aspiring teachers can use in order to make their classroom as nurturing as
possible for their students, as well as how to design an appropriate curriculum. It represents 24% of exam questions. How to sign up for this ExamTest takes can sign up for the GACE Early Childhood Special Education General Education Exams in one of two ways: either by phone or official exam
website. To register online, you must first set up an account on the exam website. This recording method is available all year round. You can only register by phone during the working week (Monday to Friday) and only between 8:00 am and 5:00 pm EST. You cannot call the registration number during the
holiday period. You must complete the registration process no later than days before each time you would like to take the exam. All GACE exams include a fee; you'll have to pay $53 in total ($28 for the test center, $25 for enrollment) for early childhood special education general education exams. ETS
accepts payments through electronic checks, PayPal, debit and credit. The ProcessGACE Early Childhood Special Education General Curriculum FlashcardsTest will receive an unofficial report of their grades once they complete the exam, provided they request a score report once the test is finished. The
official report will come later. You can find the date you receive your official scores on the exam website. The range for passing scores varies depending on your goals. The success score for professional certification is 250, while induction certification requires a score of between 220 and
249.RetestingRetests are available for testers who failed the exam. You have the option of either doing a replay for a test or for a full test, depending on your circumstances. To schedule a replay, you must first register through the official website. This can only take place after a full 30 days, at least, have
passed since the date you originally took the exam. How to prepare If your exam day is getting closer and closer, it is understandable if you feel a huge amount of pressure being put on you. What is the best way to study for this test? How can you ensure that you earn the highest possible score? We at
Mometrix Test Preparation want to help alleviate these concerns. On this page, you will find our best study tools to help you understand the GACE Early Childhood Special Education General Education Examinations Curriculum from start to finish. We have put together both a study guide and a practice
test to work with. Our study guide is ideal if you are not quite sure how to target your study approach or just want a detailed execution of each aspect of this examination. Our practice test is designed to give you first-hand exposure to the content of the test, so you can learn more about its structure and
how to approach its questions. Both tools are intended to provide you with the most thorough study experience possible. You can find links to these tools below: We wish you success as you take the exams and enter the next chapter of your business trip. Good study! GACE test
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